TQS Puzzle: "Copper Queen" by MJ Kinman

MJ writes, "Copper Queen was inspired by the magnificent column still that reigns over Angel’s Envy Distillery (Louisville, KY). Glowing with colors of ochre, salmon, magenta, and fuchsia, the three-story-tall still is an honest-to-god ‘thing of beauty.’"

Watch MJ in Show 2407.

CopperQueenbyMJKinman - 35 Pieces Non-Rotating
CopperQueenbyMJKinman - 96 Pieces Non-Rotating
CopperQueenbyMJKinman - 300 Pieces Non-Rotating
CopperQueenbyMJKinman - 35 Pieces Rotating
CopperQueenbyMJKinman - 96 Pieces Rotating
CopperQueenbyMJKinman - 300 Pieces Rotating